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One common challenge while implementing and maintaining ITBM is the design, creation and maintenance of an authorization 

model. This is especially true as the ITBM instance matures and clients ask for more solid authorization logic. This requires

advanced scripting in ACLs and can easily get out of hand unless there is a standard and easy way to maintain the authorization 

configuration.

This is where Odysseus Authorization Configuration comes in. It provides an easy way to maintain the authorization model by 

decoupling the conditions that apply from the ACLs. Comprehensive conditions can be built in the authorization configuration,

taking away the need to write and maintain scripts for ACLs. This approach not only reduces the ACL complexity but also greatly 

reduces its number.

Why the need?
Easily maintain your authorization model
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When the user is trying to access data in ServiceNow, the system receives a create/read/update/delete (CRUD) request for that

user, the ACLs will use the conditions in the Odysseus Authorization Configuration to determine if the request is allowed or 

denied .

A maximum of 4 ACLs (CRUD) are needed per object and the conditions of the authorization model are maintained in the 

Authorization Configuration list. This considerably reduces the complexity of implementation and maintenance.

How it works….
Reduce the complexity and number of ACLs
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Use case 1
Edit access to Projects where the user is the Project Manager
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Use case 2
Edit access to Cost Plans (project related list) where user is the Project Manager 
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Use case 3A
Edit access to Resource Plans for Project Managers
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Use case 3B
Edit access to Resource Plans for Resource Managers
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ACL Script: The ACL script is the same across all objects.

For each object, we need a maximum of 4 ACLs, one for each Change/Read/Update/Delete operation.

The ACLs
Simple and standardized script across all ServiceNow objects
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WHO WE ARE

We are trusted advisor 
for our customers in 
portfolio management 
implementations and 
safeguarding the 
required change in 
process, technology and 
culture.

EXPERTISE

Software and business 
synergy: ServiceNow ITBM,  
Microsoft PPM and Clarity 
PPM expertise in 
combination with 20 years 
of experience with both 
Agile and traditional 
portfolio practices.

OUR CORE VALUES

“High performance culture, 
with maximal flexibility to 
apply both traditional and 
innovative methods and 
techniques. Our main goal is 
to establish sustainable 
solutions and build long-term 
customer relations.”

WHAT WE DO

Odysseus provides advise 
and guidance to 
organizations that are 
facing challenges with 
growth and 
transformation in the 
area of portfolio 
management.

“Outstanding

from the inside”

Odysseus at a glance
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Odysseus contact information
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Commercial Contact

Sander Treur

+31 85 864 01 66 

streur@odysseus.co 

Address

Atoomweg 50

3542 AB Utrecht

The Netherlands


